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(cont.)



1. Provide a definition of law.

2. How do supporters of the natural law theory see

law?

3. What about legal positivists?



1. LEGAL REGULATION

 lays down basic rules (rights, obligations, crime, 

punishment, etc.)

2. PROCEDURAL FUNCTION

 courts (forums) and procedures for the resolution of

disputes and prosecution of crimes

3. Facilitation of SOCIAL and ECONOMIC 

ARRANGEMENTS

 marriage, employment, purchase and sale, business

organisations, contracts, inheritance, etc.



4. Protection of PROPERTY and property RIGHTS

 ownership, lease, etc.

5. Protection against VIOLATIONS of FUNDAMENTAL 

RIGHTS

 right to life, right to an education, right to work, right to 

communication, freedom of movement, freedom of

expression, etc.

 usually found in international documents and constitutions



 Translate the following terms into Croatian:

◦ legal regulation

◦ parties to a contract

◦ resolution of disputes

◦ purchase and sale

◦ protection of property

◦ violation of fundamental rights



 Translate the following terms into Croatian:

◦ legal regulation – pravno, zakonsko uređenje

◦ parties to a contract – ugovorne strane

◦ resolution of disputes – rješavanje sporova

◦ purchase and sale - kupoprodaja

◦ protection of property – zaštita imovine, prava na imovinu

◦ violation of fundamental rights – kršenje temeljnih prava



 What is a state? What is the relationship between

law and the state?

 state: a defined geographical area in which a 

community of people lives subject to a unform

system of law administered by a sovereign

authority





 Should law always provide justice? 

 Is that always the case?

 Think about the reasons why (not).

 What is just?

 applying the rules in the same way to everyone -

guarantee of justice?



 law should strive towards justice

 law should be:
◦ reasonable

◦ general

◦ equal

◦ predictable

◦ certain



 p. 13 / ex. IV

 p. 14 / ex. VI, VII



Thank you for your attention!


